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Some equivalence conditions for an asymptotically mean stationary channel to be 
ergodic are given. Incidental results on asymptotically mean stationary measures 
are also given. Absolute continuity of measures plays a crucial role. 0 1991 Academic 
Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Asymptotically mean stationary (ams) measures were considered by 
Dowker [2] and Rechard [lo] in connection with the ergodic theorem. 
Gray and Kieffer [6] developed numerous properties of ams measures with 
application to the Shannon-McMillan-Breiman theorem. An extensive 
study of ams measures is found in Gray [4]. Fontana, Gray, and Kieffer 
[3] defined ams channels and obtained several properties for them. The 
class of Markov channels defined by Kieffer and Rahe [7] is the most 
general of ams channels. They gave a sufficient condition for a Markov 
channel to be ergodic. Gray, Dunham, and Gobbi [S] also obtained a 
sufficient condition for a Markov channel by means of weak ergodicity. 
In this paper ergodicity of ams channels is considered by means of 
absolute continuity of measures. At first some incidental results on ams 
measures are stated and proved in Section 2. Then, in Section 3, we obtain 
necessary and sufficient conditions for a channel to be ams (Propositions 
3.3 and 3.5) and to be ams and ergodic (Theorem 3.7). 
2. ASYMPTOTICALLY MEAN STATIONARY MEASURES 
Let X be a compact Hausdorff space and % be the o-algebra of all Baire 
subsets of X. B(X) denotes the space of all C-valued bounded Baire 
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measurable functions on X with the uniform norm jI.II 11, where C is the 
complex number field. Let T be an invertible measurable transformation 
on X. P(X) denotes the set of all probability measures on (X, 9). P,(X) 
denotes the set of all T-invariant elements in P(X) and P,,(X) the set of all 
ergodic elements in P,(X). 
2.1. DEFINITION. A probability measure PEP(X) is said to be 
asymptotically mean stationary (abbreviated as ams) if 
lim 1 “fl p( TPkE) 
n-m nkcO 
(2.1) 
exists for every E E 95. In this case, if we define 
j(E) = lim 1 ‘fl p(TekE), EELS?, 
n’m nkcO 
ji is a probability measure and is called the stationary mean of p. P,(X) 
denotes the set of all ams measures in P(X). Note that p <<ji for every 
P E PaGo 
For .f~ B(X) we define 
TO-)=f(T. 1, 
A ,u E P(X) is considered as an element of C(X)* or B(X)* by the iden- 
tification p c, A, defined by 
n,(f)=Jxf& f E C(X) or ~(-9, 
where C(X) is the Banach space of all C-valued continuous functions on X 
with the uniform norm 11. (1 u. We consider the total variation norm 11. I( on 
the Banach space M(X) = C(X)* which is given as follows: for p E M(X), 
II/41 =suP{I~,(fkf~Cm Ilfll,a} 
=sup 
1 
i I/@k)i; {-‘%, . . . . A,}cXisapartitionofX,n~l . 
k=l 1 
2.2. LEMMA. (1) A PEP(X) is ams iff lim,,, ,4,(M,f) exists for 
every f E B(X). In this case, it holds that 
4(f )= lim n,(M,f),, fEB(x), n-+m 
where p is the stationary mean of p. 
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(2) A p E P(X) is ams iff p < rj for some ams q E P,(X). 
(3) P,(X) is a norm closed convex set in M(X). 
(4) IIP - Vrll G lb - 911 for every ~1, v E PAW. 
Proof. (1) The first part is almost clear and the second follows from 
Lemma 6.5.1 and Theorem 6.6.1 of [4]. 
(2) The only if part follows by taking q = DE P,(X) c P,(X) and 
from [3, Theorem 01. The if part follows from p 6 q 4 f and [3, 
Theorem 01. 
(3) Clearly P,(X) is convex. To see that P,(X) is norm closed let 
{pn} c P,(X) be a Cauchy sequence. Then, since P(X) is norm closed there 
exists a ,UE P(X) such that )IpL,--plI -0. Hence, l~~(.E)-p(E)l + 0 
uniformly for E E X, since 
IA@) - ,dE)I = IbL, -P)WI < Ilccn - PII. 
That is, for any E > 0 there is an integer n, > 0 such that 
ME) - /@)I < ~9 nan,, EEX. 
Thus for E E 55” and p, q > 1 we have that 
j.;gl P(T-‘E)-i4i1 
J 0 
q k=O P(T-~E) 
< ;I$ {P(T-‘E)-~.,(T~‘E)}-~~~I {P(T-~E)-A,(T-~E) 
J 0 
+ ;I;’ ~~,(T-~E)-~~~:P,~(T-*E) 
J 0 
&‘f, Ip(T-jE)-/in&T-jE)I +;;z; Ip(TpkE)-~,JT-kE)l 
Pi-0 
+ “& 





Since pLno is ams we can choose an integer p. > 0 such that the third term 
of the right side of the above expression can be made <E for p, q 2 p,,. 
Consequently it follows that for p, q > po, the left side of the above 
expression is < 3.5. Therefore, the limit (2.1) exists for every EE X, so that 
P E P,W). 
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(4) Put 
Define &: P,(X) + P,(X) by 
-%p=L P E paw) 
and extend it linearly to an operator y on M,(X) onto M,(X). Then we 
see that y is a bounded linear operator with norm 1, since M,(X) is a 
norm closed subspace of M(X) by (3). Hence (4) follows immediately. 
2.3. DEFINITION. An ams p E P,(X) is said to be ergodic if p(E) = 0 or 1 
for every T-invariant set EE %. P,,(X) denotes the set of all ergodic 
elements in P,(X). 
It is well known (cf. Billingsley [ 1, p. 391 and also Umegaki [ 12, p. 441) 
that ex P,(X) = P,,(X), where ex P,(X) is the set of all extreme points of 
the convex set P,(X). As for P,(X) and P,,(X) we can show the following. 
2.4. PROPOSITION. (1) ex P,(X) c P,,(X). 
(2) A p’~ P(X) is urns and ergodic iff there exists an q E P,,(X) such 
that p + q. 
Proof: (1) Suppose that p E ex P,(X). If p is not ergodic, there exists 
a T-invariant set FE X such that 0 < p(F) < 1. Define pi and p2 by 
PI(E) = I@ n F) PAE) = ,@n F’) 
CL(F) ’ AFC) ’ 
EEX. 
Thenit can be seen that pi, PREP,, ~l#)(12and~=~(F)~1+~(Fc)~z, 
which shows that p 4 ex P,(X), a contradiction. 
(2) By [4, Lemma 6.7.21 p E P,(X) is ergodic iff its stationary mean 
ji is ergodic, i.e., PEP,,(X). In this case, p 6 ji. Thus the only if part 
follows. 
As to the if part, by Lemma 2.2(2) p is ams. To see that ,u is ergodic, let 
E E D be T-invariant. By the ergodicity of q it holds that q(E) = 0 or 
q(E’) = 0. Then by the absolute continuity, p(E) = 0 or p(E’) = 0. Hence p 
is ergodic. 
3. ASYMPTOTICALLY MEAN STATIONARY CHANNELS 
Let X and Y be a pair of compact Hausdorff spaces with the a-algebras 
X and CV of all Baire subsets of X and Y, respectively. We assume that g 
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has a countable generator gO. Let T be an invertible measurable transfor- 
mation on (X, X) as in Section 2. If there will be no confusion, by the same 
symbol T we represent invertible measurable transformations on (Y, Y) 
and (Xx Y, 0 0 Y), respectively, where % 0 Y is the a-algebra generated 
by X x Y which coincides with the o-algebra of all Baire subsets of Xx Y. 
Symbols P(S), P,(S), P,(S), PaJS), P,,(S), M(S), B(S), and C(S) are used 
for S = X, Y and Xx Y, respectively. 
3.1. DEFINITION. A triplet [X, v, Y] or simply a function v: Xx Y + 
[0, l] is said to be a channel with input X and output Y if 
(cl) v(x, .)EP( Y) for every XEX; 
(~2) v( ., F) E B(X) for every FEY. 
C = C(X, Y) denotes the set of all channels with input X and output Y. 
A channel VEC is said to be stationary if 
(~3) v(Tx, TF) = v(x, F) for every x E X and FEY. 
C, = C,(X, Y) denotes the set of all stationary elements in C. 
An element in P(X) is called an input source. For p E P(X) and v EC 
the output source pv E P( Y) and the compound source p 0 v E P(X x Y) 
associated with ,u and v are respectively defined by 
P(F) = s 4x, F) ddx), FEY, 
x 
P 0 v(G) = s 4x, G,) Adx), GEXQY, X 
where G, = { y E Y; (x, y) E G} is the x-section of G. A channel v E C is said 
to be asymptotically mean stationary (ams) if 
(c4) pEPP,(X)=-p@vvPP,(Xx Y). 
C, = C,(X, Y) denotes the set of all ams channels. 
It was proved in [3, Theorem 31 that, since Y has a countable generator 
YO, for each ams channel v E C, there exists a stationary channel V E C, such 
that, for every p E P,(X) and G E X @ Y, 
lim “cl v(Tpkx, T-kG,)=v(~, G,), 
n+mnkcO 
p-a.e. 
3.2. DEFINITION. For each ams channel VEC, the stationary channel 
VE C, obtained as above is called the stationary mean of v. The stationary 
mean V of v is determined uniquely in the P,(X)-a.e. sense. That is, if v, is 
another stationary mean of v, then for every p E P,(X) and FE Y it holds 
that 
$x, F) = vl(x, F), p-a.e. 
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For a channel v E C define an operator A y : B(X x Y) + B(X) by 
(AYf)(X) = j fk Y) v(x, dY)> fEB(XX Y) 
Y 
(cf. Umegaki [ 121). A, is called a channel operator associated with v. 
3.3. PROPOSITION. (1) Let VEC and A, be the channel operator 
associated with v. Then v is ams $f the following limits exists for every 
f~ B(Xx Y) and p E P,(X): 
lim (A,M,f)(x) Adx). i n-m x 
In this case, it holds that 
lim 1 (AM,f )(x) @(dx) = j (A,f )(x) p(dx), n-m ,y X 
where V is the stationary mean of v. 
(2) A channel v E C is ams iff there exists an ams channel v1 E C, such 
that, for every p E P,(X), 
v(x, .I 4 v,(x, .I, p-a.e. 
Proof: (1) Observe that for f E B(Xx Y) and p E P,(X) 
j 
X 
(AM,f )(x) p(dx) = j j M,f(x, Y) v(x, dy) p(dx) 
x Y  
= 1 M,f(x, Y) &3v(dx, dy). xx Y  
Then the first part follows from Lemma 2.2( 1). 
As to the second part we proceed as follows: 
j 
x 
(A,f )(x) /4dx) = j j f(x, Y) 3x9 dy) /4dx) 
x Y  
= 
II f (x, y) /J 0 v(dx, dy) xx Y  
= J.i f (x, y) IJ 8 v(dx, dy), xx Y  
by [3, Theorem 31, 
= lim ss M,f (x, Y) p @ v(dx, dy), n-m xx Y  
by Lemma 2.2( 1 ), 
= lim J (AM,f )(x) /4dx). n-i* x 
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(2) The only if part follows by taking v1 = V E C, c C, and from [3, 
Corollary 41. The if part follows from 
v(x, .) < VI(X, .) << V,(x, .), ,u-a.e. 
for every p E P,(X) and again from [3, Corollary 41. 
3.4. Remark. Each probability measure q E P(Y) can be regarded as a 
channel by putting v(x, F) = q(F) for every x E X and FE g. If a channel 
VGC satisfies that for every PEP,(X) 
4% . ) 6 ? fi-a.e. 
for some ams q E P,( Y), then it follows from Proposition 3.3(2) that v is 
ams. 
Let veC and put v”(x) = v(x, .) for XGX. Then G is an M( Y)-valued 
functio on X. Following Umegaki [13] we say that the function v” is 
strongly measurable if there exists a sequence { &,> of countably M(Y)- 
valued functions on X such that 115,(x) - G(x)11 -+ 0 for every x E X. Then 
we have the following. 
3.5. PROPOSITION. A channel v E C satisfying the following conditions is 
ams : 
(1) There exists a p E P( Y) such that v’(x) < ,a for every x E X; 
(2) v”(x) E P,( Y) for every x E X. 
Proof: Since ?J has a countable generator it follows from (1) and [ 13, 
Theorem l] that M( Y)-valued function v”( .) is strongly measurable. Then 
there exists a sequence (x,} c X such that the set { v”(x,); n > 1 } is strongly 
dense in {v”(x); x E X}, the range of v”. Put 
Then, we see that VE P,(Y) by (2) and Lemma 2.2(3), and v’(x) -+q for 
every x E X by the construction of r]. Hence it follows from Remark 3.4 that 
v is ams. 
3.6. DEFINITION. A stationary (or ams) channel v E C, (or C,) is said to 
be ergodic if 
(4 P E PAW (or P,,(X)) * ~63 v E P,(Xx Y) (or p,,Wx 0). 
C,, = C,,(X, Y) and C,, = C,,(X, Y) denote the set of all ergodic channels 
in C, and C,, respectively. 
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Now we have the following characterization of ergodic ams channels. 
3.1. THEOREM. For an ams channel v E C, the following statements are 
mutually equivalent: 
(1) v is ergodic, i.e., v E C,,; 
(2) The stationary mean V of v is ergodic, i.e., V E C,,; 
(3) P~P,,(m-PQv~pP,,wx n 
(4) There exists an ergodic stationary channel v1 EC,, such that for 
every P E P,,W) 
v(x, . ) < v,(x, .I, ,u-a.e. (3.1) 
(5) There exists an ergodic ams channel v1 E C,, such that (3.1) holds 
for every p E P,,(X). 
ProoJ: (1) o (2) was proved in [3, Theorem 63. 
(l)=~- (3) is obvious. 
(3)*(l). Let PEP,,(X). Then, PEP,,(X) and p@v~P,,(Xx Y) by (3). 
Since /J @ v < fl@ v, it follows from Proposition 2.4(2) that k 0 v is ams and 
ergodic. Consequently v is ergodic. 
(l), (2) = (4): By (l), (2), and [3, Theorem 33 we see that VE C,, and 
v(x, .) 6 V(x, .), p-a.e. 
for every p E P,(X). Hence (3.1) holds with v, = V. 
(4) * (3). (4) implies that for every p E P,,(X), 
Since vi is stationary and ergodic, we have p @ vi E P,,(Xx Y). Hence by 
Proposition 2.4(2) we deduce that ~0 v E P,,(Xx Y). Thus (3) holds. 
(4) * (5) is trivial. 
(5) =- (4). By the equivalence of (1) o (2) we see that G1 E C,, and 
v,(x, .) Q C,(x, .I, p-a.e. 
for every p E P,(X). Thus (4) holds by taking C, as v, . 
3.8. Remarks. (1) An idea similar to the implication (3) * (1) in 
Theorem 3.7 was used in the proof of [7, Theorem 81. 
(2) If a channel v E C satisfies that for every p E P,(X), 
4x, . ) 6 4% p-a.e. 
for some ams and ergodic q E P,,(Y), then v is ams and ergodic. 
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(3) For a stationary channel v E C, to be ergodic some necessary and 
sufficient conditions were obtained by Yi [ 111, Umegaki [12], and 
Nakamura [8] (see also Nakamura [9]). The following is one of them: 
(1 *) For every E, FE g and p E P,,(X), 
lim I”?’ v(x, TekEn F)= lim iflil V(X, TpkE) V(X, F), p-a.e. 
n-m nkcO n+ankzO 
The existence of the limit in the right side means that 
v(x, . ) E P,( n p-a.e. 
and then it follows from [4, Lemma 6.7.41 that (l*) is equivalent to 
(2*) For every p E P,,(X), v(x, .) E P,,( Y), p-a.e. 
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